ABSTRACT
This COVID-19 pandemic has led to a state of health shock in almost all the affected countries. The strain on the health facilities all over the world has increased drastically in the last few months leading to inability of health ministries all over the world to fulfil the demands of the country. The Coronavirus pandemic didn’t just influence the wellbeing status of different nations but on the other hand is strongly affecting the worldwide economy. Perhaps the greatest inquiry is about the conceivable monetary and monetary aftermath of requesting a third from the total populace to remain in an exacting lockdown. Some are contrasting the present-day monetary emergencies with the monetary emergency of 2008 yet the 2008 crises managed the interest side of the economy while the present-day emergency is a stock stun. It is a wellbeing stun. Countries around the world now face a major challenge to balance the load of decelerating economy and to deal with a health crisis, while not holding it too low back so that the recovery would become difficult. So, to deal with the health crises with lockdown and practice social distancing we have to hold the economy down cause if we don’t do that then we won’t be able to practice social distancing. Authorities worldwide have responded to stop the spread of the virus by initiating lockdowns, strict border monitoring, facility closures and workplace hazard controls. Most of the nation have responded by increasing their testing capacity and also tracing the contacts of infected persons so that effective self-isolation by contacts can be followed. The pandemic has caused overall social and financial interruption, which is second to the popular economic disruption of the Great Depression but India was not much affected due to respected Prime minister Manmohan Singh. Because of this the legislatures worldwide have been compelled to delay or drop donning, strict, social, and political occasions, most and majority of stock clearance skyrocketed by over purchasing, over stocking and diminished emission of poisonous and global warming substances. The instruction of youngsters has been influenced overall reason the education system from primary to top of colleges have been shut either on a from one side of the country to the other or local basis in 172 nations.
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INTRODUCTION
The advancing overall COVID 19 pandemics, achieved by outrageous serious respiratory issue Covid 19 a enveloped virus with crown shaped literally in Latin for corona to be found on the city of Wuhan, China, in December 2019 has compelled the WHO to estimate the capacity of spread and the consequence of life to pay they declared the erupt a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on 30 Jan 20 and a pandemic on 11 Mar 20. (1) According to the new bits of knowledge of 9 July 2020, the estimated of 12 million occurrences of COVID positive cases have represented and about the 188 countries and spaces, achieving more than 547K passing and about 6.53 million people have recovered. (2) Various nations around the globe have thought of different answers for the issue and everyone has an alternate arrangement of focal points and burdens, yet sequencing is a critical piece of the arrangement. Given the case of India, Sweden and America: In America, the govt has utilized a base up methodology, in which the most of states are gradually being secured independently. Which assisted the entire nation with being under some rendition of confined development. Yet, this didn't work for the nation well as per the most
recent insights by Reuters count, United States revealed in excess of 59,000 new COVID-19 cases on Wednesday, the greatest increment ever announced by a provincial during a solitary day. This prompted the government officials of the nation to get analysis from all around the globe for picking the economy over the strength of their residents. Sweden all things being equal, has asked residents to really respect the framework and to be responsible for their safety norms and social distancing rule and the lockdown to be initiated and maintained by them only without any govt interferences.

PROBLEMS FACED BY GOVERNMENT

India, by a wide margin, has made the most exceptional stride, closing 1.3 billion individuals in their homes which is extraordinary, inconceivable as indicated by many. India is one among the world's most noticeably terrible hit nations inside the COVID pandemic, with detailed cases spiking as of late in light of the fact that the nation rose up out of a severe cross-country lockdown. In total, India has revealed very 400,000 instances of diseases since January. However, comparative with its populace size, the portion of contaminated people stays less than other nations. In India the people who were exposed to the infection before are again being reinjected with the strains of covid 19 and experiencing the symptoms more severely which if followed by more catastrophic lung damage and risking their life. The nation's lockdown started in late March and was consequently broadened a few times. Tough limitations ended most financial exercises and caused numerous individuals, a large number of them every day breadwinners, to lose their positions and income streams.

Here are some statistics from the month of April showing the decrease in productivity in industrial areas and unemployment among the rural population majorly contributing to the economic crises during lockdown.

The India's mechanical produce was also to suffer the huge consequences as the severe lock down is imposed in the march and the data entry of total produce was to be calculated in the April, which resulted in poor performance observed in the month of April and causing list to be shrunk by 55.5% contrast and an equal period a year sooner. That incorporates areas like mining, assembling and power. Assembling shopper had noticed the keenest decay for the whole month.

In observation to that the public authority announced that the most of business foundations announced ZERO produce in the month of April.
Information, fortuitous proof reports of the media all announced that a large number of individuals lost their positions because of the lockdown implemented by government. Specialists pointed that it would mysteriously influence every day workers and low-pay family units. The Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy presented the Data assembled by demonstrating that rate of field in both provincial and solid territories emerged strongly in late March. It remained moderately up in the month of April, prior to giving indications of progress beginning in May when a few exercises continued.

On a public level, India distributes an intermittent workforce review more than year time frames. In the most recent figures delivered in the monetary year 2018-2019. The information demonstrated that the joblessness rate tumbled to 5.8% from an over 40 years high the earlier year. Total consequences on the economy and the quality of life GDP etc will be announced in the end of the year, which will accompany the census in the upcoming year 2021. (6)

The administrations business hit the ground and in April as most organizations were closed with the reason being lock down. The private overview given by IHS Markitshowed an"extraordinary decrease" going into action. The commercial activity servicesindexnoticed by the firm came in at a shocking 5.4, which was
expected to be around 40 approx. 8 times less than expected. Let be the 40 stay in expectation the reading of 50 denotes the expansion and below that was direct loss. workload of the Business action inside the administrations area additionally decreased definitely at the month of May on the grounds that the global pandemic ruined activities, decreased people entering in shops and prompted a decrease popular. (7) The data of last month was 12.6 and the report of IHS Markit said that review information "actually highlighted extraordinary month-by-month decreases in yield and new requests." Private company for travel and the travel industry areas additionally declined strongly, adding to the pre-winter in administrations business movement. 

IHS Markit highlighted the auto area during a different note this month in India’s. Creation has been lately generally encasing month April and the lockdown conditions started to be bit by bit facilitated. Referring to the Indian Automobile Manufacturers Society, the note said that day by day turnover was lost for the vehicle producing area for each day and the loss was estimated to be around $300 million every day.

**DISCUSSION**

The World Bank in order to help us with overcoming this, announced a most enhanced arrangement of $1 billion to India COVID-19. The Emergency Response and Health Systems Preparedness Project to help India avert, perceive, and fight against the COVID-19 pandemic and sustain its overall prosperity preparation.

Billions of dollars are spent in India for the wellbeing, health monitor and casualty control to prevent the loss of human resources and in order to support the general wellbeing and to maintain the framework to really manage this emergency promptly so the economy can recover completely with haste and minimizing the delay for the back in track of GDP. The generous response from the world bank is a just a slight gesture from them to recover completely from the ongoing mass destruction of economy which is really great for India covering the 29 states and 7 union territories to help all the people who are infected, affected, effected with Covid and due to Covid, those who are in peril masses, clinical and emergency workforce and expert associations, clinical and testing workplaces, and public and animal prosperity workplaces.

Prime Minister on a discussion with ministers about the “balanced strategy” to reinforce the economy and deal with Covid-19 with a meticulous focus on ensuring that rural areas remain free from the pandemic. But even after support from the world bank for the health care services the other sectors remain severely affected by the lockdown. The Indian government is confronting a Budget shortage of as high as 7 percent of GDP, the amplest in over twenty years, as per a few evaluations, making the focal government run out of choices. With using the RBI (reserve bank of India) as a last resort. The organization can get the Federal Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to search for sovereign bonds straightforwardly or support profits to help supplement income, which has been hit by an economy-devastating lockdown to contain the infection's spread. Aiding the poor during the lockdown has been one of the significant worries of the public authority. The work region under the MGNREGA, 2005 are most observably awfully influenced as they are not given positions in light of lockdown, most of the work territories are connected with the advancement associations and consistently providers. With the rising degrees of joblessness and deficiency of supply of fundamental necessities the public authority reported an alleviation bundle, for that the public authority announced a
Rs 1.7-lakh crore lightening group to manage helpless workers and the people who need brief help who are suffering the most due to the lockdown which will enable them to fight the global pandemic of COVID. The Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Scheme is expected to cover 80 crore poor people, will join budget moves and security of food, Nirmala Sitharaman (Finance Minister) recently said at a press meet in New Delhi. People will receive free rice (5 kilogram) or wheat reliably for the accompanying three months, she expressed, increasing 1 kilogram of Rice for supporting heartbeat per family will similarly be given every month to these families for the accompanying three months. (8)

The above arrangement moreover bases on contribution portions to various fragments of most populations direct for their monetary adjusts. This scheme will cover farmers, workers under the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme, retirees’ widow, weakened, Jan Dhan accounts women, women running personal growth social occasions, beneficiaries of the Employees’ Provident Fund Organization and improvement workers. Now the story of the disease scene—that has killed 10 so far and corrupted 600 people or more in India—compelled the population for a total lockdown for 21 days to minimize the spread of infection and to lower down the casualty, closing down associations quickly in a formerly moving back economy. Just proposals of essential things, for instance, food and meds are allowed. This is the thing that Sitharaman’s assistance pack consolidates:

Pay-out will be given to approx. 8 crore farmers
MGNREGA Wages will be moved to Rs 202 from Rs 182, giving the worth of an additional Rs 2,000 to every specialist.
3 crore senior occupants powerless, disabled, widows will receive one-time ex-gratia proportion of Rs 1,000 of each 2 segments.
20 crore females in Jan Dhan account holders will get an ex-gratia proportion of Rs 500 consistently for a fourth of a year.
8.3 crores women of BPL (below poverty line) will be covered under Ujjwala plan and will get free chambers for a fourth of a year.

Increasing protection let loose development adds to Rs 20 lakh for women in personal growth social affairs. Seven crore nuclear families to benefit through 63 lakh personal development social occasions. Government will pay a blessed resource responsibility for both business and delegate for a fourth of a year. This would cover those establishments which have up to 100 agents and 90% delegates get not as much as Rs 15,000 consistently, benefitting 80 lakh workers. Fortunate resource plots rules to be adjusted to allow non-refundable improvement of 75 % of aggregate in record or 3 months of wages, whichever occurs primarily, which will be benefitting 4.8 crore workers. To the state government to utilize Rs 31,000 crore for the Building and Construction Workers Fund to help 3.5 crore improvement territory workers. The public power announced to grant clinical assurance before Rs 50 lakh for each person to those who are all at the forefront of handling the contamination. This will include the subject matter experts, clinical chaperons, paramedical staff, sanitization and subordinate workers.

Quantitative facilitating the tool to express the flow of safe business and fluctuation of economy used by the Central banks, to buy the govt and corporate securities. In QE, national banks produce cash to get securities from sectoral banks, monetary organizations & imbue assets for expanded credit action. Banks and Financial organizations may loan to governments, organizations,
sensational family units at lower loan costs. This outcomes in expanded degrees of utilization and pay. Hypothetically, by the time the economy improves, the Central bank may sell the securities and destroy the money received, which implies inside the future there has been no additional money made. (9)

QE is utilized in conditions which are expected to be delayed. Typically, the Central bank’s main intention is to resuscitate the economy through Monetary approach devices like bringing down Statutory Liquidity Ratio, Cash Reserve Ratio, Repo rates, Bank Rates, to mix greater flow into the economy. The QE is utilized if all else fails, when no different devices are attempting to resuscitate the economy. QE as a money related approach apparatus was utilized by the central bank during the worldwide monetary emergency in 2008. The European Central Bank also used the tactics during the Euro Debt Crisis occurred at 2014.

**Points of interest of QE**

The Quantitative Easing helps financial cycle, jam enterprises in downturn, keeps up existing degrees of work, builds buyer certainty and expands sends out gratitude to decrease inside the estimation of cash because of expanded cash supply.

**Disadvantages OF utilising QE**

Quantitative Easing may bring about high inflation and its associated conditions, lower return from the investment funds because of lower loan fees and makes imports costlier because of decrease in the estimation of cash because of expanded cash supply. At long last, it's not going be feasible for Central banks to sell all the bonds back, if done the result will be decrease nation's receiving capacity(10).

**What would India be able to do to deal with economic downfall because of COVID 19?**

RBI could maintain the relation of govt and bank with the help of bonds to boost back the economy back to track by the QE. But it may not be so as the QE works with a planned and programmed activity to make improvement in finance, without the proper planning the QE will be just a failed code in programme. It’s impossible to get a fruitful result from QE if the banks are not allowed to loan and the related organisation are not allowed to acquire the accounts of customer or account of interest if they didn’t spent due to absence in the certainty. The RBI is bringing the financing cost down multiples of time in succession, monetary movements can’t rise as the pay level are low in India. Initially, strategy creators do work in advising the state governments or Food Corporation of India to get agricultural products at lowest possible price. Which could help in getting the best pay from the goods in rustic India. Strategy producers might force the organizations to make or deliver better command which fortify the medical health in India, and also offering the fundamental improvement bundles to the areas of the profession to keep up the current degree of work. The Banks must also be urged to loan for advancement, creation followed by utilization practise of family units, organizations and governments.In the end the RBI should initiate the for increasing the cash with the help of QE to help the endeavours of executives in fighting the COVID 19 and the financial emergency because of COVID 19 (11-13).

**Aatmanirbhar Bharat**

India's Aatmanirbhar Bharat plan that has exceptionally supported wide range of various designs to change the economy and worldwide inventory chains as I would see it this will have an extremely long haul impact in assisting our economy with developing and assist our nearby specialist with turning lifting up the economy further. As indicated by a study directed as
of late "Another significant result of Covid-19 is that the conceivable move in worldwide inventory ties distant from China to different economies. Almost 70% of the review members have said India may profit by this move and that they anticipate a decent portion of delivering to move from China to India sooner rather than later." Moreover, the chance of introduction of a vaccination against Covid-19 in front of timetable one year from now has improved the assurance level of associations, with pretty much 74 percent of the individuals foreseeing an enormous beneficial outcome on their business once the immune response is made open, the review revealed. Regardless, to benefit by the open entryways that could come India's way, there is a need to strengthen its gathering natural framework. Under the Aatmanirbhar Bharat pack, the public authority has familiar a couple of measures with tending to the fast pain points of the economy similarly as steps to improve India's amassing power. These measures have been by and large invited by the business, with 45 percent of the contemplated associations rating the latest plan of statements made under Aatmanirbhar Bharat group 3.0 as 'incredible to fabulous'. The setting of this Budget is absolutely unprecedented due to an extraordinary social and money related test, transmitting assurance that the public power will figure out how to respond to these challenges.

As demonstrated by the diagram, Covid-19-incited travel constraints have confined the limit of associations to grasp business undertakings adequately, as 74 percent of the respondents have affirmed this. To whip this test and keep business undertakings, associations have used progressed gadgets for correspondence. Given the upsides of usage of advancement, 64 percent of the considered firms said pushing ahead, they will use a mix of development and virtual social occasions even after the situation gets customary. The consequences of the December 2020 overview likewise show that there has been a further improvement in the exhibition of organizations contrasted with the circumstance in August. With progress found in the economy, almost 40% of the studied firms are working at a limit usage level of more than 70%, versus 30% of the organizations in August 2020. Different pointers of improving business execution in the new overview are identified with request books and fares. Almost 50% of the organizations have revealed seeing an expansion in their request books and around 40% said their fares have expanded. In the August 2020 study, the comparing figures were 44 percent and 30%, separately. In any case, even as there are indications of progress in execution of organizations, the effect of Covid-19 actually waits, as the review results show that organizations keep on confronting difficulties because of frail interest (59 percent), overseeing costs (54 percent) and monetary liquidity (48 percent). Given this, the review members anticipate that both the government and RBI should proceed with their help gauges even one year from now. There is a solid interest that the impending Budget should organize development situated measures, remembering a quit raising for direct expense rates.

How long will the Indian economy fancy recover?
To counter this financial despondency, the Modi government has pushed the possibility that the Indian economy will bounce back quickly. It will be a "V shaped recuperation", as indicated by Union money served to NirmalaSitharaman. Does this imply that the Covid-19 compression was just a blip and the things will return to the pre-pandemic way soon? That is impossible. Regardless of whether we think about sharp, V-formed recuperation that
many are discussing and a most ideal situation of supported development and still, at the end of the day it will take till 2033. Discussion of a V-formed recuperation doesn't consider how any withdrawal in the economy has a long-haul falling impact downstream for a long time given the idea of exacerbating development. Along these lines even hopeful projections of recuperation will in general omit that it may require a long time to defeat the impacts of Covid-19. (10)

Various autonomous voices have contended that India won't have a sharp, V-moulded recuperation as being contended by the public authority. Exploration bunch Oxford Economics has anticipated that India would battle with low development directly till 2025. The conversations on India's recuperation are not appropriately considering the likely misfortune because of this long-time size of recuperation. This returns to what we discussed whatever approach financial strategy is expected to get development on target should be embraced. Regardless of whether the shortage goes up. A long way from declaring, new enormous scope measures to revive development, even standard development strategies are seeing a fall. For instance, Indian states are seeing their capital use fall. Capital consumption records the cash spent on fixed resources – which on account of an administration would be streets or force plants – and is a basic measure to spike development later on. Thus coronavirus has shaken the world thoroughly. It affected lifestyle, earning power and psychological aspects of humans (14-16). Effects on Indian healthcare manpower and industry are evident(17-19). Time will be needed to come-out the losses incurred.

**CONCLUSION**

The absence of venture implies that hopeful situations of recuperation would get increasingly unrealistic and the mind-blowing development that India found during the 1990s and 2000s may wind up being difficult to return to.
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